
Programming Ideas

H

ere are some ideas for programming to help promote your vampire
collection. The Twilight ones will be great to help celebrate the upcoming
releases of the new movies, around Halloween or whenever!

Iron on Twilight/Vampire T-Shirts

Have teens bring in a plain t-shirt and then create
iron on graphics of their favourite Twilight (or
other vampire) character. Graphics can be easily
found through Google images or other image
websites. Text could also be added to the graphics
as well as long as it's Twilight or vampire themed.

What you will need:

Plain T-shirt
Iron on T-shirt transfer
Color printer
Iron and hard surface

Vampire Artwork

Have a vampire/Twilight art work shop. Teens can use their artistic abilities to
create paintings or drawings of their choice within the vampire theme. The teens
can choose a name for their painting or drawing. If possil ' 	 ,•

artwork and invite the public in to view it.

What you will need:
Small canvas/Art paper
Paint
Brushes
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Twilight Movie Showing

Twilight has already been out in theatres but there will be

more movie adaptations regarding the whole series. Have a

movie showing with snacks and then once the movie is over

start a discussion about the differences between the books and

the movies. An obvious topic may be; what they liked or disliked about the movie

in comparison to the book and so on. This may also generate interest for people

who have not read the books; it may encourage them to do so.

Twilight Jeopardy

Play Jeopardy with some bite! Have a table set

up for three contestants and the Librarian can

act as Alex Trebek and ask the questions. Have

the questions varying in difficulty and have

prizes for the winners. The questions could be

based on the book and as well as the movie.

The site listed below has a document with 50

questions that contain the answers as well as what book and what page the answer

is found at http://atruereality.blogspot.com/search/label/Trivia.

This is an excellent resource to help plan a game of jeopardy.



"Shimmer like a Cullen" Body Glitter

What you will need:

Aloe Vera Gel
Bowl
Superfine cosmetic grade glitter in
the form of eye shadow or body
dust.
New Aloe Vera gel pump or other
new container.
Funnel
Spoon or Spatula

Empty contents of Aloe Vera gel into

mixing bowl.

Sprinkle enough cosmetic-grade glitter to cover the top of the Aloe Vera gel.

Blend glitter well into Aloe Vera gel.

Place a pouring funnel into a Aloe Vera gel container

Use a spoon or a spatula to scoop the glittery Aloe Vera gel into the pouring

funnel.

Push the shimmering Aloe Vera gel down the funnel and into the bottle with

the spatula or spoon.

Put the lid back onto the container.

Squirt and enjoy!



Bella Charm Bracelets

Start with a seven or nine inch chain as seen
in the picture. Attach a toggle clasp if the
charm bracelet does not have a clasp. The
third step is to simply attach the heart and
wolf charms. Once finished you have your
own beautiful Bella Charm Bracelet.

What you will need:

Charm bracelet (with no charms,
available already made at most craft stores)
Diamond, crystal, or stone heart charm
Wooden or plastic wolf charm or button
Toggle clasp

VAMP RE ME$
What is Transylvania?

Dracula's terror-tory!

How do vampires get around on Halloween night?
By blood vessels!

Why did the teacher send Dracula jr. home?
Because he was coffin too much!

How does a vampire like his food served?
In bite sized pieces!
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